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Along with growing experimental capabilities and system sizes, the demand for precise quantum
control extending into high-fidelity regimes places increasing emphasis on the role of optimization
methodologies and their performance capacities. We discuss the importance of accurate derivatives
for efficiently locally traversing and converging in optimization landscapes. Framed in the context
of quantum optimal control, we find that the feasibility of meeting this central requirement critically
depends on the choice of propagation scheme by deriving analytically exact control derivatives (gra-
dient and Hessian). Even when exact propagation is sufficiently cheap and thus a priori constitutes
the most obviously accessible scheme, we find, perhaps surprisingly, that it is always much more ef-
ficient to optimize the (appropriately) approximate propagators: in a certain sense, approximations
in the dynamics is traded off for significant complexity reductions in the exact derivative calcula-
tions. We quantitatively verify these claims for a concrete, minimal problem and find that the best
schemes (exact derivatives of second-order Trotterization with a certain problem structure) obtain
unit fidelity to machine precision, whereas the results from exact propagator schemes are separated
consistently at least by an order of magnitude in computation time (using exact derivatives) and in
worst case 10 orders of magnitude in achievable fidelity (using approximate derivatives). Further,
these gaps will always increase with system size and complexity. We then discuss a many-body
Bose-Hubbard model in a form compliant with the best scheme and a t-dmrg algorithm within
the matrix product state ansatz. Applying the established concepts and a few additional compu-
tational techniques, we optimize the superfluid-Mott insulator transition to fidelities 0.99-0.9999
and find quantum speed limit estimates at system sizes well beyond the reach of exact diagonaliza-
tion approaches. Benchmarking against earlier, seminal gradient-free work on similar problems, we
show that the simpler optimization objectives employed therein are not sufficient for fulfilling high-
fidelity requirements (here equivalent to residual diagonal entropy), and find substantial qualitative
differences (bang-bang structures) and associated quantitative performance improvements (orders of
magnitude) and transformation times (factor three) depending on the comparative measure. Over-
all, we attribute the success and high efficiency of our methodology to the exact derivatives, which,
as presented, are immediately applicable to all pure state-transfer control problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first decades of this millennium has seen rapid ex-
perimental and theoretical advances in the preparation
and engineering of quantum mechanical systems, herald-
ing the second quantum revolution [1]. With these ad-
vances, precise manipulation of fragile quantum systems
becomes increasingly important. For example, quan-
tum information and computation necessitates control
protocols to implement a desired unitary or quantum
state preparation with high-fidelity requirements consis-
tent with fault-tolerance thresholds [2–5]. For pure state
transfers between eigenstates, this can also be under-
stood as minimizing the diagonal entropy [6–8] at the
end of the process. A second requirement for such trans-
formations is that they must be carried out below the
detrimental decoherence time scales, preferably at the
quantum speed limit [9–11], while also respecting the
constraints of the experimental setup. The framework
∗ sherson@phys.au.dk
of quantum optimal control has been a particularly suc-
cessful tool both theoretically and experimentally for ex-
tracting controls satisfying all of these requirements with
wide applications in numerous research areas [12], such
as superconducting qubits [13–17], nuclear magnetic res-
onance systems [18–22], nitrogen vacancy centers [23–26],
cold molecules [27–30], and cold atoms [31–36], to name
a few. At the same time, an increasing array of algo-
rithmic approaches are available in these arenas, count-
ing among others derivative-based (grape [19, 37, 38],
goat [39], group [22, 40], Krotov [41–43]), derivative-
free (Nelder-Mead crab [31, 32, 44], stochastic ascent
[45], genetic evolutionary [46]), and combinations thereof
[47]. Along a separate axis lies additional choices of open-
loop [48, 49], closed-loop [50–52], and/or human-in-the-
loop [53, 54] control.
Regardless of particulars pertaining to the physical
platforms and angles of attack for the optimization itself,
a shared common denominator is inevitable: in tandem
with growing problem complexity and numerical simula-
tion efforts, the relative efficiency of each optimization
cycle must be maximized to allow convergence to high-
fidelity solutions within finite time. Accuracy and com-
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2putational speed have been identified as important goals
and challenges for modern control design [12], and in the
context of gradient-based methods, this has been recog-
nized at least since a seminal work Ref. [19] where the
analytical first-order approximation to the gradient was
calculated. This first-order approximation, however, is
not suited for obtaining standard quasi-Newton search
directions due to the rapid error accumulation in the Hes-
sian approximation, which is built iteratively from gra-
dients [55]. The steepest descent direction is also only
a minimally viable choice with the weakest convergence
properties. The use of quasi-Newton methods with the
more desirable convergence properties was enabled later
in Ref. [37] where the analytically exact gradient for an
exact propagator was calculated at the expense of addi-
tional computational time per iteration. As system sizes
increase, however, exact propagators become infeasible.
In the first part of this work, we hope to advance the
theoretical toolbox for obtaining high-fidelity state trans-
fer controls in a formalistically general setting by deriving
analytically exact gradients as well as Hessians for differ-
ent propagation schemes, specifically the exact propa-
gator and two second-order Suzuki-Trotter propagators,
which we interpret in terms of optimization landscapes.
This means that each choice of effective time evolution
operator gives rise to its own (not necessarily exact) op-
timization landscape. Apart from the (sometimes com-
putationally infeasible) exact approach, we thus examine
the interplay between approximations in the landscape
versus in the derivative calculations. We note that the
exact gradient derivation for the exact propagator is sim-
ilar to the calculations in Ref. [37], but for pure states
and not necessarily linear control Hamiltonians – the re-
maining five derivatives are, to our knowledge, not yet
present in the literature. We show that the complex-
ity of exact analytical derivatives strongly depend on the
chosen scheme (corresponding to numerical implementa-
tion details) and representation of the problem: solving
the problem in a basis where the controllable part of the
Hamiltonian is diagonal and simultaneously employing
one of the Trotterized propagators greatly simplifies the
derivative calculations. Especially, the exact gradient for
the exact landscape entails a detrimental infinite recur-
sive commutator summation in powers of the time step
where the first term corresponds to a first-order approxi-
mation. On the other hand, the infinite series terminates
identically for the Trotterized landscapes and only the
first-order term is needed to be analytically exact. Thus,
with those considerations, analytically exact gradients
can be computed very efficiently, principally limited only
by the time it takes to propagate states. To cement these
findings and novel calculations, we optimize a two-level
LZ problem and indeed find that optimizing in the Trot-
terized landscapes rapidly yields optimal results to ma-
chine precision for that problem. Optimizing in the exact
landscape is also feasible if using exact derivatives, where
solutions of the same quality are obtained but is an or-
der of magnitude slower per iteration. Using instead the
first-order approximation to the derivatives consistently
yields 10 orders of magnitude worse results, while also be-
ing slower per iteration. The demonstration shows that,
even in a minimal problem, optimizing in the Trotterized
landscapes with appropriate exact derivatives is hugely
beneficial. The feasibility gap to the exact landscapes will
always increase in the face of more complex and larger
systems, and this becomes especially relevant when the
system size enters the many-body regime, where exact
diagonalization, exact propagation, and infinite summa-
tion in the associated derivatives are completely outside
numerical feasibility.
The simulatory treatment of many-body systems using
exact diagonalization approaches is stifled by unfavor-
able scaling of the Hilbert space dimensionality, requiring
an exponential amount of storage and computation time
[56]. This lamented curse of dimensionality can be bro-
ken, however, by invoking specialized ansa¨tze from the
broad framework of tensor networks. Briefly, the expo-
nential scaling is in a sense a “convenient illusion” since
the majority of physically relevant states, usually charac-
terized by low-entanglement (notably ground states and
reachable states from these in finite time), occupy only
a small corner of the full Hilbert space [56]. Tensor net-
works and their bespoke algorithms are a way to target
exactly this much reduced subspace with subexponential
resources [16, 57, 58]. The success of such approach is
owed to the fact that size of the corner is governed by fa-
vorable so-called area scaling laws [59]. In the case of 1D
systems, the appropriate class of tensor network is ma-
trix product states (also known as tensor trains), which
exhibits a constant area scaling law with the number of
particles [60].
Quantum optimal control of many-body matrix prod-
uct states was first illustrated in Ref. [31] and later
achieved impressive experimental success in Ref. [32]
where the superfluid-Mott insulator transition was driven
in an optical lattice by adjusting the ratio of characteris-
tic energies U/J . Here, the superfluid phase is associated
with J  U in which the ground state |SF〉 is a delocal-
ized particle distribution across the lattice and the Mott
insulator phase with U  J in which the ground state
|Mott〉 = |1, 1, . . . , 1〉 (assuming unit filling) is a single
Fock component. The |Mott〉 state is a candidate for,
among others, quantum information processing [61] and
quantum simulation of spin systems [62], but entering it
from the |SF〉 state is non-trivial as the perfect adiabatic
transfer |SF〉 → |Mott〉 timescales diverge near the criti-
cal point of U/J in the thermodynamic limit [31]. Similar
tasks of dynamically connecting ground states on either
side of a many-body quantum phase transition in min-
imal time has been studied in [63], where also the role
of the critical (minimal) energy gap along optimal tra-
jectories and perspectives to the paradigmatic LZ model
were investigated. More generally it has been shown that
matrix product states can be efficiently controlled [58].
In both Refs. [31, 32], gradient-free optimization
methodologies of the specialized optimization objectives
3(averages over density of defects and site variances) were
sufficient for the experimental measurement capabilities
under consideration. However, as experimental capabili-
ties advance and new avenues for quantum technologies
become feasible, the demand for perfect control of the de-
sired quantum state, as measured by the fidelity, exceeds
the achievable precision limits encoded by such more le-
nient figures of merit. More recently, first-order approx-
imation gradient steepest descent was applied to spin- 12
chain systems in Ref. [64]. To our knowledge, this marks
the first derivative-based optimization of matrix product
states. However, the same restrictions and complications
discussed at length in the first part of the paper are suf-
fered due to inexact gradients, which is also pointed out
by the authors of Ref. [64] as a concluding remark.
In the second part of this work, we apply our ex-
act derivative methodologies to a problem in the com-
plex many-body regime using a Trotterized propagator
with diagonal controls and demonstrate that they are
persistently efficient and viable for fidelity requirements
above 0.99. To further this endeavor, we also present a
t-dmrg algorithm for the matrix product state ansatz
that directly embraces the necessary problem structure
and apply homotopy methods enabled by the exactness
of the derivatives. Specifically, we consider the homo-
geneous Bose-Hubbard model and drive the superfluid-
Mott insulator transition similarly to Refs. [31, 32] and
obtain significant quantitative improvements over these
benchmarks. Instead of employing more lenient and
situationally specific figures of merit, we find that all
the fidelity-optimized controls belong to feature-rich, bi-
segmentational solution strategies: the first segment cor-
responds to a slow, but highly non-adiabatic, crossing
of the phase transition that mainly homogenizes the site
population, whereas the second segment is a bang-bang-
type structure that alternates between tunneling events
and population locking where a suitable c-phase is im-
printed on individual state components. We find that
the optimal number of bangs depend on the transfer du-
ration. This is in the stark qualitative contrast to the
very smooth, bang-free benchmark controls, and serves
to illustrate that high-fidelity requirements can in some
situations necessitate more complex physical processes
and elaborate mechanisms, i.e. an increased information-
theoretic control complexity [8, 58].
II. EXACT DERIVATIVES FOR QUANTUM
OPTIMAL CONTROL
In quantum optimal control we seek to steer some
quantum mechanical process in a controlled way such as
to maximize a desired physical yield. The manipulatory
access to the system dynamics is through one or more
control parameters in the Hamiltonian, Hˆ = Hˆ(u(t)). A
broad class of control problems deal with maximizing a
state transfer |ψini〉 → |ψtgt〉, ideally to near unit fidelity
or equivalently zero cost, given respectively by
F = | 〈ψtgt|ψ(T )〉 |2 = | 〈ψtgt|Uˆ(T ; 0)|ψini〉 |2, (1)
JF =
1
2 (1− F ) , (2)
where |ψtgt〉 is the target state, |ψini〉 is the initial state,
|ψ(T )〉 = Uˆ(T ; 0) |ψini〉 is the time evolved state at final
time T with Uˆ(T ; 0) being the time evolution operator
from t = 0→ T . For numerical convenience it is natural
to discretize time in regular δt intervals, leading to piece-
wise constant time evolution operators
t ∈ [t1, t2, . . . , tNt ] = [0, δt, . . . , T ], (3)
Uˆ(T ; 0) =
Nt−1∏
j=1
Uˆj = UˆNt−1 . . . Uˆ2Uˆ1 (4)
where each Uˆn = Uˆ(un) = exp(−iHˆ(un)δt) with un =
u(tn) evolves the state as |ψn+1〉 = Uˆn |ψn〉 and |ψ1〉 =
|ψini〉. For complete generality, assume Hˆ(un) = Hˆn =
Hˆdn + Hˆcn where Hˆcn = H(tn, un) and Hˆdn(tn) are the con-
trol and drift Hamiltonians, respectively.
The task thus consists in finding appropriate control
vector(s) ~u = (u1, . . . , uNt)T that minimizes (2) corre-
sponding to local (hopefully global) minima in the con-
trol landscape defined by JF = JF (~u). There are a
plethora of techniques and ideas to maneuver the land-
scape in search of such minima. In this paper we focus on
derivative-based local optimization methodologies, char-
acterized by making informed decisions in traversing the
control landscape ~u(k) → ~u(k+1) using local information
about the landscape topography. Concretely, in proto-
typical linesearch-based updates on the form
~u(k+1) = ~u(k) + α(k)~p(k), α(k) ∈ R+, (5)
the search direction p(k) is calculated from the current
local gradient (e.g. steepest descent, conjugate gradient,
quasi-Newton directions) and possibly also the Hessian
(e.g. Newton direction), whereas the step size α(k) is
determined by an inexact linesearch [55].
Accurate control derivatives are paramount in suc-
cessfully traversing the optimization landscape, since
inaccuracies (or willful approximations) yield poor
search directions and may significantly slow down,
altogether prevent convergence, and limit the achievable
fidelity. This is particularly true for quasi-Newton
methods, where successive gradients are utilized to
approximate the Newton direction; gradient inaccuracies
will accumulate with each iteration and completely
scramble the Hessian approximation as the optimization
progresses (referred to as the “slowdown” problem in
Ref. [37]). Additionally, the exact Newton direction itself
is typically several orders of magnitude more expensive
to construct, and inaccuracies in either derivative is
sure to negate any of the potential gains from the extra
computational effort, discouraging its use. Finally, the
4steepest descent direction is always an unattractive
option, since it is well-known to have the worst general
properties and convergence rate even when the exact
gradient is used (linear as opposed to super-linear and
quadratic for quasi-Newton and Newton directions,
respectively), and any gradient inaccuracies will enhance
this effect. These considerations are generic and not
limited to the field of quantum control. In the following
we calculate the exact derivatives for pure state transfers
to surpass all these issues and verify the claims and
calculations by demonstration.
A. Optimization Landscapes and Exact Derivatives
Complete specification of a control problem includes
the time-evolution operator implementation as shown in
the following. We will refer to the exact and second-order
Suzuki-Trotter (or Trotterized) propagators, respectively,
as
UˆExn = Uˆn, (6)
UˆST1n = Uˆc/2n+1UˆdnUˆc/2n = UˆExn +O(δt3), (7)
UˆST2n = Uˆc/2n UˆdnUˆc/2n = UˆExn +O(δt3), (8)
with the definitions
Uˆn ≡ e−iHˆnδt, Uˆc/2n ≡ e−iHˆ
c
nδt/2, Uˆdn ≡ e−iHˆ
d
nδt, (9)
in units where ~ = 1 (as expanded on in Sec. III). Note
that the operator splitting UˆST1n entails the control points
both at n and n + 1 [65], whereas the UˆST2n splitting
scheme is fully local in n with the same error [66]. Al-
though either of these choices are valid to approximate
the dynamics and appears on the same footing, their
derivative calculations and final expressions are different,
underscoring that the precise specification of the imple-
mentation is central for use in optimal control contexts
(the approximations in derivatives should “match” those
of the dynamics).
Numerically, the exact propagator corresponds to di-
rect exponentiation of the Hamiltonian matrix, an oper-
ation that scales extremely poorly for increasing Hilbert
space dimension DH. The Trotterized propagators, on
the other hand, lend themselves more readily to a vari-
ety of very efficient, problem dependent implementations
through e.g. the use of sparsity structures and has a
much more benign Hilbert space scaling, extending its
applicability far beyond the exact propagator approach.
The local O(δt3) Trotterization errors accumulates
throughout the evolution defined by Eq. (4), yielding an
overall error O(δt2). It is convenient to interpret this as
an error with respect to the (“true”) exact landscape,
JSTF (~u) = JExF (~u) +OJST
F
(δt2), (10)
for st = st1, st2. The granularity of δt determines how
faithful the representation is and, in particular, it follows
that geometric entities for the same ~u are generally dif-
ferent in the three landscapes, e.g. the landscape height
(cost value), derivatives, and thus also the search direc-
tions for optimization. Importantly, the optimal controls
associated with optima in the Trotterized landscapes at
large finite δt may not correspond to optima in the exact
landscape, which is equivalent to the target not being ob-
tained when propagating said controls using Eq. (6). As
δt→ 0, however, the Trotterized landscapes continuously
deform into the exact landscape, and below some suffi-
ciently small finite δt they represent it with only slight
modifications. As the landscapes transitively inherit the
numerical implementation properties of their associated
propagator, there is ample impetus for studying these
proxy landscapes.
Detailed calculations of the analytically exact deriva-
tives are given in Appendix A. The results for the gradi-
ents are
∂JExF
∂un
= <
(
io∗
〈
χn
∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψn〉) δt+O∇JEx
F
(δt2), (11)
∂JST1F
∂un
= <
(
io∗
〈
χn
∣∣∣Hc′n ∣∣∣ψn〉) δt, (12)
∂JST2F
∂un
= <
(
io∗
2
n+1∑
p=n
〈
χp
∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψp〉
)
δt, (13)
where |χn〉 = Uˆ†n |χn+1〉 is the backwards propagated tar-
get state (|χNt〉 = |ψtgt〉), o = 〈χNt |ψNt〉 is the transfer
amplitude, and Hˆc′n = ∂Hˆcn/∂un is the control derivative
Hamiltonian. Thus, the gradients for JEx and JST1 are
the same only to first order in δt: whereas ∇JST1F is an-
alytically exact with just the δt term, ∇JExF entails an
expensive remainder term beyond the first-order approx-
imation. Note on the contrary that ∇JExF and ∇JST2F do
not coincide even to first order.
Defining the recursive commutator as
[X,Y ]k = [X, [X,Y ]k−1], [X,Y ]0 = Y, (14)
the remainder term entails an infinite series,
O∇JEx
F
(δt2) ∝
〈
χn
∣∣∣∣∣
( ∞∑
k=1
ikδtk
(k + 1)! [Hˆn, Hˆ
c′
n ]k
)∣∣∣∣∣ψn
〉
δt,
(15)
where the first-order approximation in Eq. (11) is the
k = 0 term. In numerical application, the summation
continues until machine precision or some lower desired
accuracy, corresponding to some kmax. This is neces-
sary because, generally, the Hamiltonian and its control
derivative do not commute [Hˆn, Hˆc
′
n ] 6= 0 and the recur-
sive commutator is not guaranteed to terminate and may
even grow (as measured by some appropriate norm) with
k. A few examples include Hˆ = σx + u(t) · σz where
σi are spin operators, Hˆ = Tˆ + Vˆ (u(t)) where Vˆ (Tˆ ) is
the potential (kinetic) energy operator for a single par-
ticle, or the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian later defined in
5Eq. (18). Note that, as we shall see below, the presence
of the infinite sum means that in the context of optimiza-
tion, perhaps surprisingly, it may not be desirable to use
exact time evolution even if it is readily available.
For the Trotterized landscapes, the calculation of
∇JST1F and ∇JST2F contains an infinite series of the same
structure, but with Hˆn → Hˆcn in the first argument of
the recursive commutator. A central additional (mild)
assumption is that the control Hamiltonian is given in
its diagonal representation, in which case [Hˆcn, Hˆc
′
n ]k =
Hˆc
′
n · δ0,k because two diagonal matrices always com-
mute, and the series terminate after kmax = 0 exactly.
Incidentally, in many cases the “natural” basis states for
computations are already the ones that diagonalize Hˆcn,
e.g. spin eigenstates (|↑〉,|↓〉), position eigenstates (|~x〉),
or site-occupation eigenstates (|ni〉) for the Hamiltonians
mentioned above. The operator splitting and control di-
agonality has additional computational benefits because
it disentangles and trivializes the control and drift expo-
nential calculations: Uˆc/2n is cheap to calculate (diagonal
matrix exponentiation is the element-wise exponentiation
of the diagonal), and the possibly expensive calculations
of Uˆdn for all n can be performed once and stored in mem-
ory or on the disk (it is by definition independent of the
choice of ~u). This allows performance boosts at runtime.
B. Demonstration:
Optimizing in Exact and Trotterized Landscapes
To quantitatively verify the assertions made in this sec-
tion on a concrete problem, we consider the canonical LZ
model with Hˆn = Hˆd + Hˆcn = 12 (σx + un · σz) and the
state transfer |ψini〉 = |↑〉 → |ψtgt〉 = |↓〉. The reason for
choosing this problem in particular is twofold. First, it
has well-understood solutions [67] with a single, analyti-
cal time-optimal solution un = 0 at Topt = pi and remains
solvable beyond this duration. Second, despite is simplic-
ity, the model remains prototypical even in the context
of many-body arena. For example, many-body dynam-
ics can in certain scenarios be thought of as a cascade
of independent LZ transitions and similar characteristics
between LZ and some many-body control problems have
been found [11, 63, 68].
Figure 1 shows the optimization results. From the 1−F
iteration trajectories we find that unit fidelities (to ma-
chine precision) are easily obtainable when utilizing any
of the exact gradients, with some variance in the num-
ber of iterations needed. When a solution approaches
the optimum, very rapid convergence is observed. Look-
ing, however, at the optimization wall time trajectories
provides some nuance since two very well-defined bands
obtaining unit fidelity appears. The band constituted by
the green and orange trajectories is separated by an order
of magnitude in computation time from the band consti-
tuted by the blue trajectories. These bands are associ-
ated with the Trotterized and exact landscapes, respec-
tively, and the separation is due to both the kmax = 15
FIG. 1. Demonstration of optimizing in exact- and Trotter-
ized landscapes for the simple two-level LZ problem. Top and
middle: At T = 1.01pi & Topt with δt = 0.075 and for the same
uniformly randomly generated seeds, un = uniform(−20, 20),
we optimize with the bfgs search direction (as implemented
in matlab’s fminunc) in four different scenarios: exact propa-
gator with first-order (kmax = 0) and exact (kmax = 15) gradi-
ents, and both Trotterized propagators with exact gradients.
Out of 100 seeds, only 11 (not shown) did not converge to ma-
chine precision in 400 iterations when using exact gradients.
Bottom: Analytical gradients (∇Jana) relative to their nu-
merical central finite difference approximation (∇Jnum) with
perturbation  = 1/3mach for a constant example control with
un = 5.
6tail in Eq. (15) and the difference in propagation compu-
tation time.
As opposed to the exact gradients, the first-order gra-
dient approximation kmax = 0 in the exact landscape
performs significantly worse. It prevents convergence to
unit fidelities by more than 10 orders of magnitude while
also being slower compared to iterations in the Trotter-
ized landscapes. Comparing the analytical gradients to
numerical finite difference gradients further shows that
the first-order approximation can be very poor, whereas
the exact ones are in close agreement. Note that the cen-
tral finite difference gradients themselves are associated
with errors of order O∇JF (δt2).
For simplicity we chose a static truncation parameter
such that δtkmax . mach where mach = 2.22 · 10−16 is
the machine precision for the double-precision floating-
point format. With decreasing δt, the necessary kmax for
exact gradients also decreases and the k = 0 term be-
comes increasingly dominant. Indeed, running the same
optimizations as in Fig. 1 for δt = 0.025, the kmax = 0
optimization yields 2-3 orders of magnitude better final
results, and at δt = 0.01 the first-order approximation
is sufficient for finding machine precision unit fidelities.
That is, reducing the number of k terms required for ac-
curate gradients is traded off for increased computation
time per iteration due to additional time evolutions. As
a consequence of the much larger computational over-
heads in computing the exact matrix exponential, the
kmax = 0 trajectories remains similarly separated from
the Trotterized trajectories even though it may now be
sufficient in terms of final results. We also tried the small-
est kmax = 9 such that δtkmax/(kmax + 1)! . mach and
a dynamic scheme (since the recursive commutator de-
pends on un) based on the infinity norm of subsequent
terms being smaller than mach and found virtually no dif-
ference to the presented results, but we expect that the
dynamic scheme in particular may be more appropriate
outside of this minimal problem. It is also likely that a
less conservative  < mach threshold may be used. In
any event, the question of the best strategy for choosing
the smallest kmax that produces sufficiently exact gra-
dients depends intimately on the problem at hand and
its parameters, and there may not be a definite answer.
The exact Trotter derivatives are on the other hand irre-
spective of δt in terms of complexity. This allows among
others effective use of homotopy methods as discussed
later in Sec. IV.
The gradient ∇JST2F is slightly more involved to im-
plement than ∇JST1F due to the factor 2 increase in the
number of overlap calculations, although this is marginal
compared to the time evolution computational effort. We
nevertheless take UˆST1n to be our propagator of choice in
the remainder of the paper and note that similar cal-
culations and arguments apply to the analytically exact
Hessians, but in this case, the expressions for ∇2JExF
and ∇2JST2F are much more complicated than ∇2JST1F
as shown in Appendix A.
In conclusion, the immediate advantages of optimiz-
Applicability Landscape error Derivative error
UˆEx Small systems Exact O(δt2)∗
UˆST Any O(δt2) Exact
TABLE I. The exact- and Trotterized propagator properties
where st = st1, st2 and the ‘∗’ assumes the first-order ap-
proximation (truncation to kmax = 0 in Eq. (11)). The exact
propagator is feasible only for small systems due to the direct
operator exponentiation. The derivatives in the Trotterized
landscapes are exactly calculable under diagonal assumptions
while simultaneously having a greatly reduced computational
cost regardless of system size and value of δt. Exact deriva-
tives are very important for convergence.
ing in the Trotterized landscapes over the exact land-
scape are twofold: i) they are applicable to much larger
systems, and ii) their analytically exact control deriva-
tives and thus search directions (essential for optimiza-
tion convergence) are greatly simplified under an assump-
tion that can always be (and often is automatically) ful-
filled. The only implicit requirement is that δt is small
enough for the Trotterization to faithfully approximate
the exact dynamics, or equivalently the exact landscape
Eq. (10). The exact propagator can, nonetheless, still be
used if the Hilbert space is sufficiently low-dimensional
such that the direct exponentiation and series summa-
tion becomes feasible. However, even for the simplest
possible non-trivial problem in Fig. 1 this approach is
seen to be much slower than the alternative. These main
conclusions are summarized in Table I.
Lastly, we would like to point out that the re-
sults in this section followed a discretize-then-optimize
(discretization before ordinary vector derivatives of a
cost function) rather than optimize-then-discretize (dis-
cretization after continuous Gaˆteaux derivatives of a
cost functional) approach. Since these approaches do
not in general necessarily yield the same derivative ex-
pressions, the former approach is preferable because
it specifically takes into account the chosen propaga-
tion scheme implementation (the derivatives “match”
the landscape/dynamics) which has been a main point
throughout this section. It is therefore quite a happy
coincidence that e.g. i) the exact propagator gradi-
ent ∇JExF calculated by the optimize-then-discretize ap-
proach yields exactly the same expression as ∇JST1F , and
ii) UˆST1 is a standard propagator for many systems, e.g.
for wave functions in real space. The combined effect
is that the sought after exactness of the derivatives are
obtained by virtue of standard methods alone in these
situations, knowingly or otherwise. Note that the same
would not be true if UˆEx or UˆST2 was used.
7III. PHYSICAL MODELING
In this section, we recount the fundamentals of the
Bose-Hubbard model [69–71] and recast it in the form re-
quired for simplified calculations of the exact derivatives
introduced in Sec. II. We then briefly present the many-
body ansatz of matrix product states – for an excellent,
detailed introduction see Ref. [66]. Finally, we discuss
a t-dmrg algorithm tailored to the necessary problem
representation to significantly accelerate computations.
A. Bose-Hubbard State Transfer
The physical description of Np spinless interacting
bosons for a quasi-1D periodic potential of Ns sites in
absence of additional external fields is captured by the
Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian in SI units
HˆSI = HˆJ + HˆU = Jx
Ns−1∑
i=1
hˆJx[i,i+1] +
U
2
Ns∑
i=1
hˆU[i], (16)
hˆJx[i,i+1] = −(aˆ†i+1aˆi + h.c.), hˆU[i] = nˆi(nˆi − 1) (17)
where Jx is the (site-isotropic) strength associated with
the hopping (tunneling) operator hˆJx[i,i+1] along the x di-
rection, and U is the energy associated with the on-site
interaction operator hˆU[i]. Here, aˆ
†
i (aˆi) is the creation
(annihilation) operator associated with the lowest band
Wannier function (maximally localized) on site i. The
ratio U/J characterizes the phases of the system: we as-
sociate with J  U the superfluid phase in which the
ground state |SF〉 is a delocalized particles distribution
across the lattice with sizeable site occupation variance
and with U  J the Mott insulator phase in which the
ground state |Mott〉 = |1, 1, . . . , 1〉 (assuming Np = Ns)
is a single Fock component.
We consider a realization of the model in a cubic opti-
cal lattice loaded with ultra cold atoms. The character-
istic energies Jx(vx) and U(vx, vy, vz) are then implicitly
related to the trapping depths vx, vy, vz as denoted, see
Appendix B.
For the phase transition [72–74] transfer |SF〉 → |Mott〉
in an experimental realization, the tunable parameters at
hand in this instance are the lattice depths, and at first
glance, the natural choice for a control is u = vx. It is
more fruitful, however, to non-dimensionalize Eq. (16) by
Hˆ = HˆSI/Jx to obtain control, drift, and control deriva-
tive Hamiltonians (defined in Sec. II)
Hˆn = Hˆd + Hˆcn =
Ns−1∑
i=1
hˆJx[i,i+1] +
un
2
Ns∑
i=1
hˆU[i], (18)
Hˆc
′
= 12
(
Ns∑
l=1
nˆi(nˆi − 1)
)
, (19)
where the control parameter is instead un =
U(tn)/Jx(tn). The first benefit of this choice is that Hˆcn
FIG. 2. Constitutive relations U(vx), Jx(vx) (top) and time
scaling (bottom) for the concrete system described in the text.
The dots denoted on the U/Jx curve indicate values of note.
Left to right, they are: the minimally allowed vx = 2ER,
the vx defining |SF〉, the critical point of the |SF〉 → |Mott〉
phase transition, the vx defining |Mott〉, and the maximally
allowed vx = 13.5ER (corresponding to U/J = 40.18). The
time scaling is µtime = ~/Jx(vx) and the transfer duration
in SI units Eq. (21) thus depends on the control vector ~u =
(. . . , (U/Jx)n, . . . ).
is now diagonal (a key assumption for obtaining analyti-
cally exact derivatives) when described in the site occu-
pation Fock basis. The second is that both the control
derivative and drift Hamiltonian are time-independent,
and the latter can be exploited to accelerate computa-
tions as shown later in this section. The third is that the
optimal controls are system agnostic, i.e. irrespective of
the physical platform. Thus, constitutive equations such
as Eqs. B3-B4 must be used to map the optimized U/Jx
ramp into the parameters relevant to the specific realiza-
tion, in this case the trapping depth vx. This is likewise
reflected following the non-dimensionalization of prop-
agators, and the time-scales become dependent on the
control corresponding to lattice depth. Omitting time-
8dependence for clarity, we have e.g.
UˆEx = exp
(
−i HˆSIδtSI
~
)
= exp
(
−i HˆSI
Jx
{
Jxµtime
~
}
δtsim
)
!= exp
(
−iHˆδtsim
)
⇒ µtime = ~/Jx, (20)
and similar for UˆST. These are working equations cor-
responding to ~ = 1 and where δtSI = µtime · δtsim:
time steps expressed in SI units, δtSI, are related to (con-
stant) dimensionless simulation numbers δtsim, through
the time scale µtime = ~/Jx(un) which depends on the
control value. In particular, the total duration of the
transfer process given in SI time is
TSI(~u) = ~δtsim
Nt∑
n=1
J−1x (un), (21)
i.e. the relevant time-scales are given by the specific
realization of the physical platform and depends on the
control vector.
Elsewhere in the paper, subscripts are dropped and
we write δt = δtsim and all quantities of time are
implicitly given in non-dimensional simulation values
unless followed by a unit.
To enable a degree of quantitative comparison, we con-
sider the experimental parameters given in Ref. [32], al-
though we have no additional harmonic trapping. The
lattice recoil energy is ER = ~2pi2/(2asm) ≈ 2.03 kHz · h
where m = 87 amu is the mass, and as = 101a0 the s-
wave scattering length of Rubidium 87. Additionally, h is
the Planck constant, ~ the reduced Planck constant, and
a0 is the Bohr radius. We assume a lattice of wavelength
λ = 1064 nm with lattice spacing alat = λ/2 = 532 nm
and fixed transverse trapping depths vy = vz = 20ER,
and drive the |SF〉 → |Mott〉 transition defined by
|ψini〉 = |SF〉 ≡ |GS; vx = 3ER〉 (22)
|ψtgt〉 = |Mott〉 ≡ |GS; vx = 13ER〉 (23)
where GS refers to the ground state at the specified lon-
gitudinal depth vx. The transition is driven by vary-
ing the vx, with the requirement that 2ER ≤ vx at all
times to satisfy the modeling assumptions in Appendix B.
With this choice of parameters, the constitutive equa-
tions between vx and the energies U and Jx are calcu-
lated numerically and shown in Fig. 2. The conversion
to U/Jx for several relevant depths vx are shown, e.g.
at (vx)crit ≈ 4.5ER that in Ref. [32] corresponds to the
critical point for the phase transition. At this depth we
obtain (U/Jx)crit ≈ 3.4 which agrees with the number
stated in Ref. [32], and we consider this a verification
for our numerical calculation of Jx(vx) and U(vx, vy, vz).
As discussed above, the SI time scaling in Eq. (21) de-
pends on J−1x . As shown in the bottom of Fig. 2, larger
U/Jx values correspond to larger SI times. Since we de-
sire the fastest possible optimal controls in real time, we
also place an upper bound vx ≤ 13.5ER during optimiza-
tion to limit this artifact of the non-dimensionalization.
With the same reasoning, we add slight preference to-
wards lower control values by introducing a regulariza-
tion cost term for the control amplitude. Due to lim-
ited bandwidth of experimental electronics we also add
a regularization cost term for the temporal derivative of
the control, slightly shifting preference towards smoother
controls. The derivatives for these cost terms are calcu-
lated in Appendix A and must be included in the opti-
mization.
B. Matrix Product States
The general form of a matrix product state for a finite
unclosed chain of Ns constituents (sites) is
|ψ〉 =
∑
j1,j2,...,jNs
Aj1Aj2 · · ·AjNs |j1, . . . , jNs〉 , (24)
where ji ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} is the physical index (degree of
freedom) for the i’th constituent, d is the size of the local
Fock space, and Aji ∈ Cai−1×ai where ai is the bond in-
dex with the only requirement that the product of all the
matrices yields a scalar. The ansatz Eq. (24) is simply
a decomposition of the expansion coefficient cj1,j2,...,jNs
tensor of rank Ns into Ns rank 3 tensors {Ajiai−1,ai}Nsi=1,
which is always possible by repeated singular value de-
composition (svd) or similar and is in fact a principally
exact representation. Properties of e.g. the svd proce-
dure, however, allows significant truncation of the ma-
trix Aji dimensions (associated with the bond indices)
for low-entanglement states: singular values of the svd
corresponds to the expansion coefficients in the Schmidt
decomposition across a given bi-partitioning of the sys-
tem, many of which are close to (or exactly) zero for such
states. Thus, we can choose to keep only singular values
larger than a given threshold smax and/or impose a max-
imum number values D to keep, depending on the de-
sired accuracy. Even though the matrix product state is
in practice not constructed directly from the coefficients
(the storage of which is exponential), virtually all basic
matrix product state algorithms, such as diagonalization
(dmrg) and time evolution (t-dmrg), similarly employ
svd (or qr) decompositions. This enables a natural way
of keeping resource consumption in check, typically by
specifying a given smax and/or D in advance.
In the present case of the Bose-Hubbard model Eq. (18)
with unit filling, ji is the site occupation number and
d = Np = Ns. The Hilbert space dimension scales expo-
nentially
DH =
(Ns +Np − 1)!
Np!(Ns − 1)! , (25)
which limits the feasibility of exact diagonalization ap-
proaches roughly to Np = 10− 13 with increasing layers
9of analytical and numerical sophistication needed for rel-
atively small gains [75]. At such a low number of sites,
the “bulk” of the system is constituted by only a rela-
tively small fraction of sites. Matrix product states, on
the other hand, are as mentioned associated with poly-
nomial scaling [56, 57, 66] and can comfortably extend
this range into the low-to-mid tens of particles in a time-
dependent setting [31, 32, 76] or low hundreds in a static
setting [77].
C. t-DMRG for Bose-Hubbard Model
Time evolution is the fundamental operation for quan-
tum optimal control. For this reason, we present here a
t-dmrg variant similar to Ref. [78] tailored to the struc-
ture of Eq. (18) to speed up our computations at the
cost of an increased Trotterization error per time step,
O(δt3)→ O(δt2).
We start by considering the second-order Suzuki-
Trotter expansion UˆST1n = Uˆc/2n+1UˆdnUˆc/2n (Eq. (7)) with
the non-dimensionalized Bose-Hubbard control and drift
Hamiltonians (18) evaluated at time index n. Each term
in the diagonal control Hamiltonian commutes and we
may write exactly
Uˆc/2n = exp
(
−i
(
un
2
Ns∑
i=1
hˆU[i]
)
δt
2
)
=
Ns∏
i
UˆUn,[i], (26)
where UˆUn,[i] = exp(−iunhˆU[i]δt/4). For the drift Hamil-
tonian we can apply the same technique as in standard
t-dmrg [66, 79] for nearest-neighbor Hamiltonians to ob-
tain a first-order Suzuki-Trotter expansion with associ-
ated error O(δt2),
Uˆd = e−i(Hˆdeven+Hˆdodd)δt ≈ e−iHˆdevenδte−iHˆdoddδt
=
(
Ns−1∏
i even
UˆJx[i,i+1]
)(
Ns−1∏
i odd
UˆJx[i,i+1]
)
, (27)
where UˆJx[i,i+1] = exp(−ihˆJx[i,i+1]δt). The enabling step in
this expansion is to group even and odd terms
Hˆd = Hˆdeven + Hˆdodd =
Ns−1∑
i even
hˆJx[i,i+1] +
Ns−1∑
i odd
hˆJx[i,i+1]. (28)
Although [Hˆdeven, Hˆdodd] 6= 0 causes the O(δt2) error,
each term has total internal-commutativity, allowing the
subsequent exact product form Eq. (27). Combining
the above expressions and moving each individual even
(odd) hˆJx[i,i+1] to the left (right) until they meet an non-
i = 1
i = 2
i = 3
A[1] A[2] A[3] A[4]
UˆJx[1,2]
UˆJx[2,3]
UˆJx[3,4]
×
un
un+1
|ψn〉
|ψn+1〉
UˆU[1] UˆU[2] UˆU[3] UˆU[4]
UˆU[1] UˆU[2] UˆU[3] UˆU[4]
FIG. 3. Example diagram (Ns = 4) for t-dmrg tailored
to non-dimensionalized Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian Eq. (18)
showing the calculation |ψn+1〉 = UˆST1n |ψn〉. The site tensors
(blue nodes) are connected bond indices (horizontal lines).
The one- and two-site gates (grey nodes, time index sup-
pressed) come in triples (red boxes) and are applied to phys-
ical indices of the site tensors (vertical lines), in the order
indicated by the thick orange-arrowed line (Eqs. 30-29). The
beginning (end) is marked by a black dot (cross), and the
dashed line separates the forward sweep with un (above) from
the backward sweep with un+1 (below). Application of prod-
uct triple i in the forward sweep entails the following: 1)
contract the two site tensors with physical indices i,i+ 1 over
their common bond index into a temporary two-site tensor,
2) apply the two one-site gates followed by the two-site gate,
3) split the temporary two-site tensor by SVD back into two
individual site tensors with the central site (gauge) moved to
i + 1, and 4) shift the gauge an additional site to the right,
such that the central site is at i + 2. Each arrow tip demar-
cates the gauge position during the sweep, where sites to the
right (left) are right(left)-normalized, with the exception that
the next site intersecting the orange line is the central site.
After applying the first left-over one-site gate, the backward
sweep is similarly performed with the following modifications
1) the site indices are i− 1, i, 2) the order of gate application
reversed, 3) the central site is placed on i − 1, and 4) the
central site is gauged to i − 2. Finally, the second left-over
one-site gate is applied, and exactly the same procedure can
subsequently be applied to obtain |ψn+2〉 = UˆST1n+1 |ψn+1〉. Im-
plementing the backward propagation |ψn〉 = UˆST1†n |ψn+1〉 is
similar, but with reversed arrow tips and order of application.
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commutative operator, we obtain for even Ns
UˆST1n ≈
Ns∏
i
UˆUn,[i]
Ns−1∏
i even
UˆJx[i,i+1]
Ns−1∏
i odd
UˆJx[i,i+1]
Ns∏
i
UˆUn,[i]
= UˆUn+1,[1]
(
i even∏
Ns−1
UˆUn+1,[i]UˆUn+1,[i+1]UˆJx[i,i+1]
)
(29)
UˆUn+1,[Ns]
(
Ns−1∏
i odd
UˆJx[i,i+1]UˆUn,[i+1]UˆUn,[i]
)
. (30)
If Ns is odd, replace UˆUn+1,[Ns] → UˆUn,[Ns] in Eq. (30). In
the language of matrix product states, application of one-
site (UˆUn,[i]) and two-site gates (UˆJx[i,i+1]) can be done very
efficiently when exploiting left- and right-normalization
of the site tensors. The one-site gates are cheap to com-
pute because hˆU[i] is diagonal and the two-site gates are
time-independent and can be precomputed and stored on
the disk, which would otherwise entail the most expen-
sive operation. Additionally, the suggestive grouping of
product triples provides a way of reducing overhead in
the tensor network contraction UˆSTn |ψ〉 by advancing the
central site (gauge) of the matrix product state: apply
the product of triples and contract the site tensors in
a “forward sweep” over odd i (30) and then in a “back-
ward sweep” over even i (29) as illustrated and explained
in Fig. 3.
IV. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
In this section, we present optimization results using
exact derivatives (Sec. II) for the Bose-Hubbard state
transfer task (Sec. III A) within the matrix product state
ansatz (Sec. III B) employing the accelerated Trotterized
propagation scheme (Sec. III C).
We consider a lattice system at unit filling Np = Ns =
20. This is comfortably beyond the feasibility of exact
diagonalization approaches as the Hilbert space has di-
mensionality DH ∼ 7 · 1010 and requires ∼ 550 GB mem-
ory just to store a single state. Our matrix product state
computations are performed using the itensor library
[80] and we use an auxiliary dimension of D = 200, a
singular value threshold of smax = 10−12, and a reduced
local Fock space d = 5 (higher local occupation numbers
do not contribute significantly to the dynamics due to the
exponential on-site energy penalty). We use the dmrg
algorithm implemented in itensor to obtain the initial-
and target states. For the given system size, the dura-
tions required to approach the quantum speed limit for fi-
delity F = 0.99, TF=0.99qsl , with sufficiently low landscape
(Trotterization) error necessitates about Nt = 350− 450
time steps for δt = 0.025.To accelerate the optimizations,
however, we take δt to be a homotopy (or continuation)
parameter: we sequentially optimize on increasingly fine
grained time grids, specifically δt = 0.1→ 0.05→ 0.025.
By halving the values, the new grid points coincides with
the old but with doubled resolution (each newly inserted
point is set to the value of old point immediately prior
corresponding to Uˆn(δt) ≈ Uˆn(δt/2)Uˆn(δt/2)). The ben-
efit is that the coarser optimizations can yield relatively
rapid fidelity improvements since fine grained resolution
is typically not needed for the overall shape of the solu-
tion. Care should be taken, however, not to spend too
long on these, since they are not fully coincidental with
the final optimization landscape. Note that this method-
ology is enabled by the exactness of the Trotterized gra-
dient not being dependent on δt, which is not the case
for the exact propagator gradient with finite summation
cutoffs (see Eqs. 6-7). For the search direction and step
size line searching in Eq. (5), we employ the non-linear
interior-point algorithm implemented in ipopt [81] by
supplying the exact derivatives. Briefly, interior-point
methods handle control constraints by including them
explicitly when solving for the searching direction, which
in our case is 1.32 ≤ un ≤ 40.18 for all n. Being a second-
order method, the search direction includes the Hessian
or a gradient-based approximation thereof (bfgs). We
found the exact Hessian calculation (time scale of days
per iteration) for the problem under consideration to be
outside our time budget even when including the homo-
topy, and therefore opted for the latter (time scale of
hours per iteration) and allowed roughly 3 days of opti-
mization wall time. For the regularizations (Appendix A)
we find α = 10−7 and γ = 10−8 to be reasonable choices
initially. Our seeding strategy is based on an adiabati-
cally inspired reference control overlayed with a sum of
random Fourier components. As a verification for our
implementation of e.g. the exact analytical derivatives
and time evolution, we compared the analytical deriva-
tives to their finite difference counterpart and found that
they agreed to at least the same precision as in the LZ
problem Fig. 1.
Figure 4 shows the distributions of final infidelities
(1 − F (T )) before and after optimization for a batch of
linearly spaced simulation durations. The corresponding
SI durations are not linearly spaced since they depend
on the individual control ramps Eq. (21), but there is
a close overall resemblance in the shape (a scatter plot
of the durations reveals a clear linear relationship with
a near-constant variance). The gain in fidelity due to
the optimization is significant: all seeds are improved
by roughly two orders of magnitude in relative infidelity,
no seed has less than F = 0.97, and many solutions ex-
ceed the F = 0.99 threshold. The fidelity distribution
as a function of T is characteristically exponential, and
for this batch we obtain the estimate TF=0.99qsl = 22.5 ms
with corresponding TF=0.99qsl = 11 in simulation units.
Based on the optimization trajectories shown in Fig. 5
we expect the existence of lower estimates since many
optimizations ran out of wall time close to F = 0.99
while still having a non-zero slope. The gain in fidelity
per iteration is, however, exponentially diminishing with
the optimization time.
For the same batch, Fig. 6 shows all the duration-
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FIG. 4. Optimization results for a Ns = Np = 20 batch.
Top row: 1 − F (lower is better) for each seed before (blue
dots) and after (red dots) optimization. The dot translucency
informs about the distribution density. The results are plotted
against transfer duration in both simulation and SI units. The
SI conversions are obtained by Eq. (21) using Jx from Fig. 2,
corresponding to the system parameters described at the end
of Sec. III A. In this batch we find TF=0.99qsl = 22.5 ms indicated
with the green dashed line. Bottom row: 1−F histogram prior
to and after optimization with the same color scheme.
FIG. 5. Optimization trajectories. Each line shows 1 − F as
a function of iteration (top) and optimization wall time (bot-
tom). Changes in the homotopy parameter δt manifest as
kinks at 50 and 100 iterations (corresponding to δt changes
0.1 → 0.05, and 0.05 → 0.025). Notably, a prominent dip
in infidelity is seen at the first handover: the increased time
resolution of the control allows more complex and fine-tuned
dynamics. The homotopy approach accelerates the computa-
tions and roughly doubles the number of iterations achieved
within the allocated time budget without sacrificing perfor-
mance (the infidelity iteration trajectories follow roughly the
same power-law for all three homotopy parameter regions).
FIG. 6. Duration-normalized control ramps (multi-colored
lines) u(t/T ) for solutions with F ≥ 0.99. The corresponding
seeds are shown in the inset, the black dotted line indicates
the adiabatic reference control, the horizontal black line de-
notes the critical point, and the black solid line highlights
the optimal control with duration TF=0.99qsl = 22.5 ms. The
optimal controls are characterized by two distinct segments
denoted by the blue and red shading.
normalized seed- and optimized controls (u(t/T )) with
final fidelities F ≥ 0.99. From an initial qualitative vi-
sual inspection, the optimal controls are strikingly sim-
ilar in structure, consisting of two characteristic ramp
segments,
Segment 1: t/T ∈ [0, 23 ]. With very low variance, we
observe an initial high-frequency “wiggle” that briefly
exceeds the critical value for the phase transition, fol-
lowed by slow, mainly linear crossing (see Fig. 2) over-
layed with low amplitude, high frequencies.
Segment 2: t/T ∈ [23 ,1]. The ramp shapes are domi-
nated by lower frequencies, giving rise to a number of
seemingly well-defined oscillations but with a more ac-
centuated individual variance. As we show in the fol-
lowing, the underlying structure is in fact bang-bang
on a linear background to which these oscillations are
good approximations.
The physical significance of these segments are discussed
later in this section. One possible explanation for the
similarity of the optimized controls is that the seeding
mechanism was not adequately exploratory, thus leading
to the same attractor in the landscape upon optimiza-
tion. It is, however, widely known that crossing the phase
transition must typically be slow and deliberate such as
to not pin residual defects in the atom number per site
[31, 32, 76, 82], and we expect this to be reflected in
some capacity also for time-optimal high-fidelity trans-
fers. If this supposition is held as true, the seeds are in
fact very exploratory in the first segment. The same is
not true in the second segment where larger amplitudes
are evidently more desirable. As in any optimal control
problem, we note that it is entirely possible for the true
optimal strategy not to be captured by the chosen seed-
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ing mechanism. Nevertheless, robust structures emerge
and we do not believe that e.g. simply increasing the seed
amplitudes in the second segment would lead to identi-
fication of new strategies, but are rather likely to yield
more rapid convergence to the ones we already identify
in the following.
A. Solution Strategies: Bang-Bang Structure
The bi-segmentation is not exclusive to F ≥ 0.99,
as virtually all optimized controls with F < 0.99 (not
shown) also exhibit the same overall structure: the first
segments are almost exactly the same, but the first oscil-
lation in the second segment is typically shifted slightly
to t/T ≈ 0.70 and with much larger amplitudes as will
also become clear momentarily. From the highlighted
optimal control in Fig. 6 it is also evident that even the
optimal controls do not all have the same frequency con-
tent in the second segment. For a quantitative study, we
discard the first segment for each ramp, interpolate the
remaining points on a 256 points grid, subtract a linear
contribution (defined by the endpoints), and then sub-
tract the value of the initial point. Figure 7 shows the
result of applying this procedure to optimal and near-
optimal controls at three different durations. With this
we identify three distinct solution strategies that are ac-
tive and optimal at different durations, each character-
ized by an integer number of oscillations: Nosc = 5, 6, 7
at T = 9.25, 11, 11.5, respectively. In all instances, the
first two oscillations are separated by roughly the same
distance, the final oscillation has the same shape and lo-
cation, and at least two penultimate oscillations overlap.
We expect a smooth transition between the dominant
strategy which can be interpreted as phase transitions of
the optimization itself [54, 83]. Looking at the individ-
ual optimal and near-optimal controls at T = 11, we find
that all Nosc = 5, 6, 7 strategies are present, but with the
majority belonging to Nosc = 6 including the optimal
control in Fig. 4. This is also why the median ampli-
tude is overall less pronounced as some of the oscillation
centers are offset. Similarly, but to less effect, we found
Nosc = 6 solutions at T = 9.25 and T = 11.5.
Additionally, the individual oscillation amplitudes are
also quite different in the three cases and the rela-
tively larger amplitudes for the T = 9.25 case in par-
ticular suggests that the underlying physical mechanism
may in fact be a bang-bang structure (regions alternat-
ing between extremal values of the control) to which
the observed oscillations are good approximations un-
der the imposed regularizations penalties (α = 10−7 and
γ = 10−8, leading to 〈Jα〉 = (7.4 ± 0.6) · 10−5 and
〈Jγ〉 = (3.2 ± 0.4) · 10−4). By the same token, it is also
possible that strategies with more or broader bangs ex-
ist even at these durations, but are not discovered due
to the regularization. Noting that the full optimization
landscape is J(~u) = JF (~u)+Jα(~u)+Jγ(~u), we provide the
following possible interpretation as to why the T = 9.25
FIG. 7. Optimal (F ≥ 0.99) or near-optimal (F ≥ 0.98) con-
trols (red lines) at three different durations after discarding
the first segment, subtracting a linear contribution, and sub-
sequently subtracting the resulting initial value. The control
(25,50,75)% quantiles (black lines) show that relative abun-
dance of the different strategies, each characterized by a num-
ber of oscillations or bangs, and the optimal one depends on
T .
FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for the second optimization batch
with 7 days of optimization time instead of 3, and at a dif-
ferent set of durations. The changing modality of the control
quantiles reflect phase transitions in the optimization land-
scape.
exhibits the most clear bang-bang signature. First, if
identification bangs (approximated by oscillations) are
not themselves artifacts of the regularization costs, but
truly due to the quantum dynamics encapsulated by the
JF term, this duration (fewest bangs) admits more rapid
change and higher values per bang for the same cost value
[84]. Second, the regularizations costs are not duration-
normalized, again allowing both more rapid changes and
to higher values for the same cost value. Third, the lower
duration requires fewer time evolutions, allowing more
iterations within the same optimization time as for the
higher durations.
Based on the first batch of results discussed in Figs. 4-
7 we expect that the true TF=0.99qsl is located in be-
tween T ∈ [9.25, 11] and that the time-optimal con-
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trol(s) will likely belong to either the solution strategy
with Nosc = 5 or Nosc = 6 bangs (or oscillation ap-
proximations thereof). To investigate this further, we
ran another optimization batch in the duration inter-
val T = [10, 10.1, . . . 10.9], this time allotting 7 days of
wall time to each seed. For this batch we found better
overall results, a better quantum speed limit estimate
at TF=0.99qsl = 10.5 (20.5 ms), and that the bang-bang
structure was more pronounced. The same control bi-
segmentation was identified, and in Fig. 8 we show the
result of applying the same transformation procedure for
the second segment as in the first batch. We observe that
the medians are still associated with the Nosc = 6 in all
cases. However, whereas the last three quantile oscilla-
tions are relatively unchanged as T is lowered, the rest
either split or merge. These changes in modality explic-
itly show the emergence of new prominent attractors in
the optimization landscape, corresponding to the onset
of new viable control strategies with a different number
of bangs.
B. Physical Interpretation of Optimal Controls and
Benchmark Comparisons
Having established the notion of a general solution
structure consisting of two distinct segments, we now
turn to the dynamical evolution of observables and sev-
eral figures of merit when propagated along a few par-
ticularly relevant controls: the optimal control found at
TF=0.99qsl = 20.5 ms in the second optimization batch, and
two optimized controls at durations T = 14.9 ms and
T = 5.7 ms that both have F < 0.99 from a third opti-
mization batch (3 days of optimization at a lower range
of durations). The duration T = 14.9 ms is significant
because it approximately the duration at which the best
figure merit η ≈ 0.1 was obtained in Ref. [32] (relabeled
here as F2 → η for convenience), whereas T = 5.7 ms is
the lowest duration at which we obtain η ≈ 0.1. This
serves as a basis for both qualitative and quantitative
comparisons to both Refs. [31]-[32]. Specifically, the ad-
ditional figures of merit are the density of defects and the
rescaled average variance,
ρ(t) = 1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
| 〈nˆi〉ψ(t) − 1|, η(t) =
1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
∆nˆi(t)
∆nˆi(0)
,
(31)
where 〈nˆi〉ψ(t) = 〈ψ(t)|nˆi|ψ(t)〉 and ∆nˆi(t) = 〈nˆ2i 〉ψ(t) −
〈nˆi〉2ψ(t). These were used as optimization objectives in
Ref. [31] and Ref. [32], respectively, based on particular
experimental setups and measurement capabilities, and
in both instances, gradient-free methodologies were used
to optimize the expansion coefficients of a chopped ran-
dom basis of Fourier components (crab).
The three figures of merit (optimization objectives)
posses vastly different relative leniency or strictness to-
ward what qualifies as an optimal solution. For example,
F = 0.99 is very strict in that it requires nearly all the
population to be in a single, well-defined state with fixed
phase relations if it is spanned by more than a single
Fock component. On the other hand, all site permuta-
tions of the states |1, 2, 2, 0, 0〉, |1, 1, 3, 0, 0〉, and arbitrary
normalized linear combinations thereof (both in magni-
tude and phase) yield the same ρ. As the system size is
increased, the number of permutations increases drasti-
cally and with it the number of low-defect states that can
be considered optimal with respect to e.g. the ρ = 10−3
threshold used in Ref. [31]. It strictly follows that op-
timality with respect to fidelity implies optimality with
respect to ρ, but the relationship is unidirectional. A
similar line of reasoning applies to η in Ref. [32]. An-
other concern with ρ and η in this application is that
the acquired state will generally not be stationary by the
same arguments. Typically, the creation of a Mott in-
sulator is a preparation step in experiments, where one
desires a setup of well-localized atoms for e.g. quan-
tum simulation of spin chains or a quantum register for
computation. If the final state is not stationary, it will
start drifting while the actual experiment is taking place.
By optimizing the ground state fidelity, we ensure that
the resulting state remains stable throughout the remain-
der of the experimental cycle. Since the transfer occurs
with respect to eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, a (nearly)
equivalent quantity to fidelity is the diagonal entropy
Sd = −
∑
i pi ln pi [8], where pi are the populations of
the instantaneous energy eigenstates. This diagonal en-
tropy is clearly minimized by Sd({pi = 1; pj = 0, j 6= i})
and thus also for the ground state i = 0, which is likely,
but not necessarily, the closest attractor whenever the
initial guess yields a non-vanishing fidelity. In any event,
stricter requirements necessarily leads to both compara-
tively increased time scales for optimality, overall prob-
lem difficulty, and most likely complexity of the optimal
solutions.
Figure 9 shows the propagation results for the three
optimized controls. In all instances, the fidelity is basi-
cally unchanged during the first ramp segment (2/3 ≥
t/T , crossing the phase transition) whereas the decreas-
ing ρ(t) and η(t) reflects the light-cone-like rearrange-
ment of site population 〈nˆi〉ψ(t) initially concentrated in
the bulk (roughly sites 4 − 17) due to finite edge ef-
fects. The bulk depletion is relatively homogeneous for
TF=0.99qsl = 20.5 ms, whereas inhomogeneous low-density
ripples emanate from both edges until converging at the
center for T = 14.9 ms. For T = 5.6 ms, the ripple in-
homogeneity is much more severe and the propagation
speed is too slow to reach the center at this duration.
Clearly, the propagation velocity ∂ 〈nˆi〉 /∂t is a limiting
process for the achievable quantum speed limits. During
the second ramp segment (2/3 ≤ t/T , well-defined bangs
to the maximum value imposed on a line), the infidelity
1−F drops dramatically alongside ρ(t) and η(t). During
the bangs, tunneling events are approximately negligi-
ble Hˆn ≈ Hˆcn, briefly pinning the atoms (e.g. nearly no
change in fidelity) and imprinting a c-number phase on
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each state component,
Uˆn |n1, . . . , nNs〉 ≈ e−
iumaxn δt
2
∑Ns
l=1
ni(ni−1) |n1, . . . , nNs〉 ,
(32)
for each time step δt of the bang. Outside the bangs,
tunneling resumes. The bangs are thus associated with
phase adjustments necessary for following quantum in-
terference pathways leading to high-fidelity results. This
is a complex process as revealed by the highly non-
monotonic behavior of the fidelity for the optimal control
at TF=0.99qsl = 20.5 ms, where five bangs (or approxima-
tions thereof) are visible. At T = 14.9 ms, four bangs are
clearly identified, and at T = 5.7 ms only a single bang
is present.
The minimum value for each figure of merit during the
transfers is shown in Table II. From this data we find
that each achieved figure of merit is worsened by an or-
der of magnitude as the duration is decreased, and it is
clear that even very poor fidelities can yield competitive
quantitative results in terms of η and ρ compared to the
benchmark Refs. [31]-[32]. Assuming that the relation-
ship between the orders of magnitude is a general one,
results similar to the T = 14.9 ms case are obtained in
Fig. 4 with just 10 iterations or correspondingly roughly
an hour of optimization time. Additionally, in rough
numbers, we find solutions that matches the best result
in Ref. [32] at T = 5.7 ms, a third of the duration. For
optimal fidelities F = 0.99, the other figure of merits are
comparatively lower by orders of magnitude compared to
the benchmarks’ due to the unidirectional relationship.
In all instances, these performance gaps would increase
further if η or ρ was directly subject to exact derivative-
based optimizations, and it is reasonable to assume that
the comparative conclusions would remain true if our
methodologies were applied to exactly the same problem
parameters.
From a qualitative point of view, the optimized con-
trols obtained in Refs. [31]-[32] are very smooth by
construction, which is in stark contrast to the general
bang structure identified throughout this work. In other
words, the obtained optimized controls have a higher
information-theoretic control complexity as initially in-
troduced in Ref. [8], where an operational definition is
given by the number of Fourier components needed to
solve the problem to a given fidelity threshold (these and
associated notions were shortly after treated in more gen-
erality in Ref. [58]). Apart from the difference in opti-
mization objective, this may also be due to the trun-
cation parameters for the matrix product states therein
(D ≤ 100 and D ≤ 24, smax = 10−5, respectively) corre-
sponding to a more approximate, low-entanglement rep-
resentation of the model. It is, however, satisfactory to
note that these smoother controls still possess a virtu-
ally identical bi-segmentational structure, and that their
rapid increase in the second segment can in a sense be
interpreted as approximately a single bang resembling
Fig. 9 which is sufficient for reducing the more lenient
T (ms) 1− F ρ η
20.5 1.0 · 10−2 2.4 · 10−4 4.1 · 10−3
14.9 0.7 · 10−1 2.1 · 10−3 1.9 · 10−2
5.7 0.4 · 100 1.9 · 10−2 0.9 · 10−1
TABLE II. Minimal figure of merit values from Fig. 9, op-
timized for fidelity. For reference, the best achieved result
reported in Refs. [31]-[32] are ρ = 10−3 and η = 10−1, respec-
tively optimized for in similar systems.
figures of merit to below the specific measurement reso-
lution in Ref. [32]. It is also remarked in Ref. [31] that
D > 50 did not significantly change the objective value.
Finally, we have also run a preliminary fourth opti-
mization batch at durations beyond TF=0.99qsl with dif-
ferent combinations of lowered regularization strengths
γ, α = 10−8 − 10−10 and three days of optimization
time with a reduced number of seeds. At each dura-
tion we find a similar, continued exponential behavior
of the best achieved fidelity with many solutions at e.g.
TF=0.999qsl = 16.5 (34.2 ms) and TF=0.9998qsl = 21 (44 ms),
many of which are still not converged, very nearly clos-
ing in on TF=0.9999qsl solutions. However, we also find i)
the bangs remains attenuated similar to Fig. 6, but more
severely and ii) the emergence of low to vanishing fidelity
attractors, corresponding to controls that are very irregu-
lar and structureless. Under the current seeding strategy
and supposition that the identified bang-bang structure
for the second segment remains the true optimal strat-
egy also at these durations, both i) and ii) illuminates
a highly non-trivial balancing of the terms because of
the very different behavior in the two segments. A pos-
sible avenue for further investigation is provided in the
outlook, and we expect existence of solutions at those
thresholds with somewhat lower durations.
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FIG. 9. Time evolution of the initial state along the optimal control at TF=0.99qsl = 20.5 ms (top) and optimized controls
at T = 14.9 ms (middle) and T = 5.7 ms (bottom). Each case shows site occupations 〈nˆi〉ψ(t) with a color scale sensitive to
near-unit values (the outer site occupancy is initially 0.67) as well the control (red axis) and figures of merit (blue axis) defined
in text during the evolution. Note the density of defects is normalized to its initial value (ρ(0) = 6.7 · 10−2) in this figure.
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V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We discussed how and why accurate derivatives are
central to achieve high fidelities and convergence rates in
derivative-based methods for generic optimization tasks.
We examined three common choices of time evolution
scheme, the exact- and two second-order Suzuki-Trotter
expanded propagators, showed how these can be inter-
preted and related in terms of optimization landscapes,
and found by novel calculations their resulting analyti-
cally exact derivatives to differ vastly in complexity. By
assuming a diagonal control Hamiltonian for the Trot-
terized landscape, we circumvented a detrimental infi-
nite series, and highlighted many additional attractive
properties compared to the exact landscape, among oth-
ers the extended range of applicability with respect to
system size. In a certain sense, when balancing respec-
tive errors in the dynamics and in the derivative calcula-
tions, the latter is more important. We demonstrated the
main ideas first by considering a minimal LZ problem,
which has certain similarities to the many-body arena,
and then applied the methodology to a genuine many-
body problem described by matrix product states where
exact propagation is impossible. In both instances, the
exact derivatives lead to the expected rapid convergence
rates and high-fidelity results (unit to machine precision
and 0.99-0.9999, respectively). For the many-body case,
we compared and built upon earlier seminal work that
proved experimental feasibility using a gradient-free ap-
proach on more lenient figures of merit and found sig-
nificant improvements in all performance metrics, trans-
formation times, and a wholly different structure of the
optimized controls (bang-bang as opposed to smooth).
The demonstrated efficiency in both extremes of Hilbert
space dimensionality suggests that these exact derivative
methodologies could potentially be useful in applications
across the range of research areas listed in Sec. I.
We now turn to mentioning a few possible areas for
future study.
The exact Hessian has strong theoretical properties as
discussed in Sec. II, and although our calculations of the
exact Hessian have been verified numerically, we found
its use to be limited for the particular set of parameters
defining the Bose-Hubbard problem: on a per-iteration
basis, the relative gain was far outweighed by the increase
in computation time due to scaling properties. Neverthe-
less, we have found in a parallel, similar work that the
exact Hessian for unitary gate synthesis (manuscript in
preparation) outperforms a gradient-only quasi-Newton
approach in terms of statistics and best results in cer-
tain domains. This highly suggests similar possibilities
in the present case, which could for example either be
investigated in the toy problem from Sec. II or in smaller
Bose-Hubbard system sizes Ns = Np ≤ 5.
The inclusions of a maximal control amplitude and
regularizations are rooted in experimental limitations of
throughput and switching times. However, the bang-
bang structure was found to be increasingly washed out
and emergence of low fidelity solutions at longer dura-
tions, both most likely due to the somewhat arbitrarily
chosen regularization strength parameters. We also note
that the upper control bound value was imposed some-
what arbitrarily close to the value defining the target
state. Since the atoms are already site locked at this
value, increasing the bound would simply accelerate the
phase accumulation in Eq. (32), which may allow faster
transfers. In the event of an actual experimental imple-
mentation, they would have to be consistent with the
pertinent limitations of the given setup for example by
taking into account the transfer function of the electron-
ics, although additional study of these hyperparameter
values could prove beneficial on their own right. One
possible direction is the following.
Based on the bi-segmentational findings for the Ns =
Np = 20 Bose-Hubbard state transfer, we may conjecture
an associated reduced control problem with a special-
ized seeding strategy as follows: i) take as initial state
|ψini〉 = UˆSTseg.1( 23T ; 0) |SF〉 for the optimization, where
UˆSTseg.1( 23T ; 0) is the propagator over the first ramp seg-
ment for e.g. the TF=0.99qsl solution, and ii) optimize the
second segment, |ψ(T )〉 = UˆSTseg.2(T ; 23T ) |ψini〉, where the
seeding strategy entails an explicit bang-bang structure.
The optimization could proceed either on the control val-
ues themselves, or maybe even more interestingly, on the
set of parameters defining the bangs, i.e. their widths,
heights, location. This is similar to a chopped random
basis function decomposition approach [40, 44, 85]. Since
time evolution constitutes the main time consumption
for optimizations, a relative factor 3 increase in the total
number of iterations performed for the same wall times is
expected (because effectively only one third of the origi-
nal duration is now optimized). This increases the like-
lihood of locating a lower Tqsl. The relative success of
such an approach may be warranted only because the first
segment has low to zero variance, which is a priori non-
trivial. It follows that the state trajectories in Hilbert
space are similar or identical for large portions of the
transfer. The proposed reduced problem effectively en-
forces the optimal trajectories to pass through the points
along this path, which is a very strong imposition. For
the control problem studied in Ref. [86] it was found that
a similarly reduced problem was detrimental to acquiring
low TF=0.99qsl estimates. In this case, however, the propen-
sity for all optimizations to yield the same initial ramp
behavior suggests that the reduced problem may be a
sufficient representation for the full problem and can be
studied with relative impunity. If this is not the case,
another possible scheme would be to alternate between
optimizing the full and reduced problems, or have differ-
ent parameterizations or seeding strategies for the two
segments individually. This may also elucidate and more
readily drive an extended study of the control strategies
emerging as the transfer duration is altered. A further
treatment and characterization of the control strategies
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and their hierarchy in the vein of Ref. [54] would be inter-
esting. In addition, such optimal strategy analysis could
also be connected to the information-theoretic control
complexity notions [8, 58] discussed in Sec. IV, both as
a function of system size and duration.
Our optimizations did not explicitly include robust-
ness criteria to e.g. the number of particles present in
the system, which is realistic in an experimental set-
ting. By defining an average cost function over e.g.
Np = 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and optimizing with the ensuing
average gradient, one would obtain controls with built-in
robustness towards such fluctuations.
Appendix A: Derivation of Exact Gradients and
Hessians
Here we present the calculations leading to the exact
gradient and Hessian expressions for both the exact prop-
agator and the Trotterized propagators with a diagonal
control Hamiltonian defined in Eqs. (6)-(8). We also de-
fine the regularization cost functionals and calculate like-
wise calculate their derivatives after discretization. Em-
phasis is put on thoroughness of the steps, and relevant
equations for the derivations are re-stated for convenience
where applicable, so as to be self-contained.
We assume a piecewise constant control u(t) on a regu-
larly spaced time grid t ∈ [t1, t2, . . . , tNt ] = [0, δt, . . . , T ].
Recall |ψ1〉 = |ψini〉 and |ψNt〉 = |ψ(T )〉, and Hˆ(un) =
Hˆn = Hˆdn + Hˆcn where Hˆcn (Hˆdn) is the control (drift)
Hamiltonian. Define the auxilliary state |χNt〉 = |ψtgt〉,
the transfer amplitude o = 〈ψtgt|ψ(T )〉 = 〈χNt |ψNt〉.
1. Derivatives for Exact Propagator
The exact propagator has the form Uˆn =
exp(−iHˆ(un)δt) where the Ex superscript is omit-
ted for brevity in most of the steps. It is convenient to
write
F = | 〈ψtgt |ψ(T )〉 |2 = o∗o, (A1)
∂JExF
∂un
= −<
(
o∗
∂o
∂un
)
, (A2)
with the overlap o and its derivative being
o = 〈ψtgt |ψ(T )〉 =
〈
χNt
∣∣∣ UˆNt−1 . . . Uˆn . . . Uˆ1 ∣∣∣ψ1〉 ,
(A3)
∂o
∂un
=
〈
χNt
∣∣∣∣∣ UˆNt−1 . . . ∂Uˆn∂un . . . U1
∣∣∣∣∣ψ1
〉
(A4)
=
〈
χn+1
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂Uˆn∂un
∣∣∣∣∣ψn
〉
. (A5)
The task is then to calculate ∂Uˆn∂un and be careful with
ordering. Define the control derivative H ′n ≡ ∂Hˆn∂un andexpand the exponential
∂Uˆn
∂un
= ∂
∂un
(
e−iHˆnδt
)
=
∞∑
p=0
(−iδt)p
p!
∂
∂un
(
Hˆpn
)
=
∞∑
p=1
(−iδt)p
p!
p−1∑
q=0
HˆqnHˆ
′
nHˆ
p−q−1, (A6)
Define for momentary simplicity A ≡ −iHˆnδt and B ≡
−iHˆ ′nδt. Then it can be shown that
∂Uˆn
∂un
=
∞∑
p=0
∞∑
q=0
ApBAq
(p+ q + 1)! . (A7)
Using now the following relations for the Beta and
Gamma functions [87]:
Γ(a) = (n− 1)! (for a ∈ Z+), (A8)
β(a, b) =
∫ 1
0
(1− α)a−1αb−1dα = Γ(a)Γ(b)Γ(a+ b)
= (a− 1)!(b− 1)!(a+ b− 1)! =
p!q!
(p+ q + 1)! , (A9)
and taking a = p+ 1, b = q + 1 we obtain
1
(p+ q + 1)! =
1
p!q!
∫ 1
0
(1− α)pαqdα. (A10)
Inserting this, and initially pulling out the integral we
obtain
∂Uˆn
∂un
=
∞∑
p=0
∞∑
q=0
ApBAq
p!q!
∫ 1
0
αp(1− α)qdα
=
∫ 1
0
( ∞∑
p=0
((1− α)A)p
p!
)
B
∞∑
q=0
(αA)q
q! dα
=
∫ 1
0
e(1−α)ABeαAdα = eA
∫ 1
0
e−αABeαAdα
= Uˆn
∫ 1
0
e(iαδt)Hˆn(−iδtHˆ ′n)e−(iαδt)Hˆndα. (A11)
The integrand can be evaluated by defining the recursive
commutator with base case [cxX, cyY ]0 = cyY as in the
main text and using Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff relations
[88]
[cxX, cyY ]k = [cxX, [cxX, cyY ]k−1] = ckxcy[X,Y ]k,
(A12)
ecxXY e−cxX =
∞∑
k=0
[cxX, cyY ]k
k! =
∞∑
k=0
ckxcy
k! [X,Y ]k,
(A13)
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by evaluating these with scalars cx = iαδt and cy = −iδt
∂Uˆn
∂un
= Uˆn
∫ 1
0
( ∞∑
k=0
(iαδt)k(−iδt)
k! [Hˆn, Hˆ
′
n]kdα
)
= Uˆn
∞∑
k=0
(−iδt) i
kδtk
k! [Hˆn, Hˆ
′
n]k
(∫ 1
0
αkdα
)
= Uˆn(−iδt)
∞∑
k=0
ikδtk
(k + 1)! [Hˆn, Hˆ
′
n]k. (A14)
Substituting this into Eq. (A5), the resulting expression
into Eq. (A2), and using Hˆ ′n = Hˆc
′
n gives
∂JExF
∂un
= <
(
io∗
〈
χn
∣∣∣∣∣
( ∞∑
k=0
ikδtk
(k + 1)! [Hˆn, Hˆ
c′
n ]k
)∣∣∣∣∣ψn
〉)
δt
(A15)
= <
(
io∗
〈
χn
∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψn〉) δt+O∇JF(δt2). (A16)
which is the expression stated in (11).
To calculate the Hessian, we take the derivative of
Eq. (A2)
∂2JExF
∂un∂um
= −<
((
∂o
∂um
)∗
∂o
∂un
+ o∗ ∂
2o
∂un∂um
)
. (A17)
This form is valid for both the exact and Trotterized
propagator. We recall previous definitions with an addi-
tional index m highlighted:
o = 〈χNt |UˆNt−1 . . . Uˆn . . . Uˆm . . . , Uˆ1|ψ1〉 , (A18)
∂o
∂un
= 〈χNt |UˆNt−1 . . .
∂Uˆn
∂un
. . . Uˆm . . . , Uˆ1|ψ1〉
= 〈χn+1|∂Uˆn
∂un
|ψn〉 . (A19)
With the gradient at hand, the Hessian calculation thus
only needs additional evaluation of the second derivatives
of o,
n > m :
∂2o
∂un∂um
= 〈χNt |UˆNt−1 . . .
∂Uˆn
∂un
. . .
∂Uˆm
∂um
. . . Uˆ1|ψ1〉
= 〈χn+1|∂Uˆn
∂un
 n−1∏
j=m+1
Uˆj
 ∂Uˆm
∂um
|ψm〉 ,
(A20a)
n = m :
∂2o
∂un∂um
= 〈χNt |UˆNt−1 . . .
∂2Uˆn
∂u2n
. . . Uˆ1|ψ1〉
= 〈χn+1|∂
2Uˆn
∂u2n
|ψn〉 . (A20b)
The case m > n is the same as n > m with indices
n  m (we need only calculate one of the cases due to
symmetricity). Inserting these expressions in Eq. (A17)
we obtain the exact Hessian elements n ≥ m (without
loss of generality) for the exact propagator
∂2JExF
∂un∂um
= −<
(
〈ψm|∂Uˆm
∂um
|χm+1〉 〈χn+1|∂Uˆn
∂un
|ψn〉
)
−<
o∗ 〈χn+1|∂Uˆn
∂un
 n−1∏
j=m+1
Uˆj
 ∂Uˆm
∂um
|ψm〉
 (1− δn,m)
−<
(
o∗ 〈χn+1|∂
2Uˆn
∂u2n
|ψn〉
)
δn,m (A21)
where ∂Uˆn∂un is given by Eq. (A14). Evaluating
∂2Uˆn
∂u2n
is
straightforward,
∂2Uˆn
∂u2n
= Uˆn
{(
− iδt
∞∑
k=0
ikδtk
(k + 1)! [Hˆn, Hˆ
′
n]k
)2
−iδt
∞∑
k=0
ikδtk
(k + 1)! [Hˆn, Hˆ
′
n]′k
}
, (A22)
but the recursive commutator derivative is cumbersome
[Hˆn, Hˆ ′n]′k = [Hˆn, [Hˆn, Hˆ ′n]′k−1]− [Hˆ ′n, [Hˆn, Hˆ ′n]k−1]
(A23a)
[Hˆn, Hˆ ′n]′0 = Hˆ ′′n ,
[Hˆn, Hˆ ′n]′1 = [Hˆn, Hˆ ′′n ],
[Hˆn, Hˆ ′n]′2 = [Hˆn, [Hˆn, Hˆ ′′n ]] + [Hˆ ′n, [Hˆn, Hˆ ′n]],
...
where we explicitly evaluated the first few terms. Note
that the exact derivatives both entail an infinite summa-
tion (machine precision in finite arithmetic).
2. Derivatives for Trotterized Propagators
We consider now in turn the Suzuki-Trotter expan-
sions UˆST1n = Uˆc/2n+1UˆdnUˆc/2n and UˆST2n = Uˆc/2n UˆdnUˆc/2n where
Uˆc/2n ≡ e−iHˆcnδt/2 and Uˆdn ≡ e−iHˆ
d
nδt.
a. Derivatives of UˆST1n
For the Suzuki-Trotter expansion UˆSTn = Uˆc/2n+1UˆdnUˆc/2n
the control dependence is distributed among n and n− 1
(except at the end points n = 1, N), yielding
∂JST1F
∂un
= −<
(
o∗
∂o
∂un
)
, (A24a)
∂o
∂un
=
〈
χn+1
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂un
(
UˆST1n UˆST1n−1
) ∣∣∣∣ψn−1〉 . (A24b)
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Additionally, assume that the control Hamiltonian is di-
agonal. We use Eq. (A14) to take the derivative of(
UˆST1n UˆST1n−1
)
,
∂
∂un
(
UˆST1n UˆST1n−1
)
= ∂
∂un
((
Uˆc/2n+1UˆdnUˆc/2n
)(
Uˆc/2n Uˆdn−1Uˆc/2n−1
))
=
(
Uˆc/2n+1Uˆdn
) ∂Uˆcn
∂un
(
Uˆdn−1Uˆc/2n−1
)
=
(
Uˆc/2n+1Uˆdn
){
Uˆcn(−iδtHˆc
′
n )
}(
Uˆdn−1Uˆc/2n−1
)
= (−iδt) ·
(
Uˆc/2n+1UˆdnUˆc/2n
)
Hˆc
′
n
(
Uˆc/2n Uˆdn−1Uˆc/2n−1
)
= (−iδt) · UˆST1n Hˆc
′
n UˆST1n−1. (A25)
Here we also used that two diagonal matrices always
commute, first to evaluate the recursive commutator
[Hˆcn, Hˆc
′
n ]k = Hˆc
′
n · δ0,k from (A14), and second to re-
combine the initial propagators since [Hc′n , Uˆc/2n ] = 0.
Inserting into (A24a)-(A24b) yields the exact gradient
stated in Eq. (12),
∂JSTF
∂un
= <
(
io∗
〈
χn
∣∣∣Hc′n ∣∣∣ψn〉) δt, (A26)
with an additional factor 1/2 at the end points (n =
1, Nt). Apart from these, this is identical to exact prop-
agator gradient Eq. (11) when in the first-order approxi-
mation kmax = 0, i.e. discarding the otherwise expensive
O(δt2) tail.
The Hessian elements are written as
∂2JF
∂un∂um
= −<
((
∂o
∂um
)∗
∂o
∂un
+ o∗ ∂
2o
∂un∂um
)
. (A27)
The second derivatives to be calculated are
n > m :
∂2o
∂un∂um
= 〈χn+1| ∂
∂un
(
UˆSTn UˆSTn−1
)
 n−2∏
j=m+1
Uˆj
 ∂
∂um
(
UˆSTm UˆSTm−1
)
|ψm−1〉 , (A28a)
n = m :
∂2o
∂un∂um
= 〈χn+1| ∂
2
∂u2n
(
UˆSTn UˆSTn−1
)
|ψn−1〉 . (A28b)
For n > m we only need the first derivative given in
Eq. (A25). For n = m we take the second derivative of
(UˆSTn UˆSTn−1) using Eq. (A25) and commutation relations
due to diagonal Hcn
∂2
∂u2n
(
UˆSTn UˆSTn−1
)
= (−iδt) ∂
∂un
(
UˆSTn Hˆc
′
n UˆSTn−1
)
= (−iδt)Uˆc/2n+1Uˆdn
∂
∂un
(
UˆcnHˆc
′
n
)
Uˆdn−1Uˆc/2n−1
= (−iδt)Uˆc/2n+1Uˆdn
(
Uˆcn(−iδtHˆc
′
n )Hˆc
′
n + UˆcnHˆc
′′
n
)
Uˆdn−1Uˆc/2n−1
= (−iδt)Uˆc/2n+1Uˆdn Uˆc/2n
(
Hˆc
′′
n − iδt
(
Hˆc
′
n
)2)
Uˆc/2n Uˆdn−1Uˆc/2n−1
= (−iδt) · UˆSTn
(
Hˆc
′′
n − iδt
(
Hˆc
′
n
)2)
UˆSTn−1. (A29)
The exact Hessian elements n ≥ m for this Trotteriza-
tion scheme are therefore
∂2JST1F
∂un∂um
= −<
(〈
ψm
∣∣∣ Hˆc′m ∣∣∣χm〉 · 〈χn ∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψn〉) δt2
+ <
o∗ 〈χn|Hˆc′n
 n∏
j=m+1
Uˆj
 Hˆc′m|ψm〉
 δt2 · (1− δn,m)
+ <
(
io∗ 〈χn|
(
Hˆc
′′
n − iδt
(
Hˆc
′
n
)2)
|ψn〉
)
δt · δn,m,
(A30)
Derivatives of the end points (corresponding to the outer
’rim’ of the Hessian matrix) carry an additional factor
1/2 each, for a total of 1/4 in the corners and 1/2 on
the edges. As with the gradient, the Hessian is similarly
identical to (A21) when retaining only the k = kmax = 0
term. As an implementation detail, note that the propa-
gated states and operator-state products from (12) may
be re-used here. The second term is the most costly to
evaluate because of additional state propagations. The
order of evaluation should be row-by-row to further in-
crease re-usability of computations.
b. Derivatives of UˆST2n
The Suzuki-Trotter expansion reads UˆST2n =
Uˆc/2n UˆdnUˆc/2n ,
∂JST2F
∂un
= −<
(
o∗
∂o
∂un
)
, (A31a)
∂o
∂un
=
〈
χn+1
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂UˆST2n∂un
∣∣∣∣∣ψn
〉
. (A31b)
Invoking Eq. (A14) for Uˆc/2n we find
∂UˆST2n
∂un
= ∂Uˆ
c/2
n
∂un
UˆdnUˆc/2n + Uˆc/2n Uˆdn
∂Uˆc/2n
∂un
= − iδt2
(
Uˆc/2n Hˆc
′
n UˆdnUˆc/2n + Uˆc/2n UˆdnUˆc/2n Hˆc
′
n
)
= − iδt2
(
Hˆc
′
n UˆST2n + UˆST2n Hˆc
′
n
)
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Here we also used that two diagonal matrices always
commute, first to evaluate the recursive commutator
[Hˆcn, Hˆc
′
n ]k = Hˆc
′
n · δ0,k from (A14), and second to re-
combine the initial propagators since [Hc′n , Uˆc/2n ] = 0.
Substituting back into Eqs. A31a-A31b we find
∂o
∂un
= − iδt2
〈
χn+1
∣∣∣ (Hˆc′n UˆST2n + UˆST2n Hˆc′n ) ∣∣∣ψn〉
= − iδt2
{〈
χn+1
∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψn+1〉+ 〈χn ∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψn〉}
= − iδt2
n+1∑
p=n
〈
χp
∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψp〉 (A32)
⇒ ∂J
ST2
F
∂un
= <
(
io∗
2
n+1∑
p=n
〈
χp
∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψp〉
)
δt, (A33)
for all n = 1, . . . , Nt − 1.
The Hessian elements are written as
∂2JF
∂un∂um
= −<
((
∂o
∂um
)∗
∂o
∂un
+ o∗ ∂
2o
∂un∂um
)
. (A34)
and after some lines of calculation, the second derivatives
of o evaluate to
n > m :
∂2o
∂un∂um
=
− δt
2
4
n+1∑
p=n
m+1∑
q=m
〈
χp
∣∣∣∣∣∣ Hˆc′n
p−1∏
j=q
UˆST2n
 Hˆc′m
∣∣∣∣∣∣ψq
〉
,
(A35a)
n = m :
∂2o
∂un∂um
= − iδt2
( n+1∑
j=n
〈
χj
∣∣∣∣ (Hˆc′′n − iδt2 (Hˆc′n )2
) ∣∣∣∣ψj〉
− iδt
〈
χn+1
∣∣∣ Hˆc′n UˆST2n Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψn〉), (A35b)
Substituting Eqs. A32,A35a,A35b into Eq. (A34) yields
the final result,
∂2JST2F
∂un∂um
= <
{
+ 14
n+1∑
p=n
m+1∑
q=m
〈
ψq
∣∣∣ Hˆc′m ∣∣∣χq〉〈χp ∣∣∣ Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψp〉 δt2
+ o
∗
4
n+1∑
p=n
m+1∑
q=m
〈
χp
∣∣∣∣∣∣ Hˆc′n
p−1∏
j=q
UˆST2n Hˆc
′
m
∣∣∣∣∣∣ψq
〉
(1− δn,m)δt2
+ io
∗
2
( n+1∑
j=n
〈
χj
∣∣∣∣ (Hˆc′′n − iδt2 (Hˆc′n )2
) ∣∣∣∣ψj〉
− iδt
〈
χn+1
∣∣∣ Hˆc′n UˆST2n Hˆc′n ∣∣∣ψn〉)δn,mδt}.
(A36)
Comparatively, the Hessian expression for UˆST2n is are
much more cumbersome than that for UˆST1n .
3. Derivatives for Regularizations
For the reasons stated in Sec. III A, it is advantageous
to regularize both the control amplitude and its tempo-
ral derivative. This requires additional terms in the cost
functional objective, imposing discretization, and calcu-
lating the respective derivatives. These obviously do not
depend on the choice of propagator.
The amplitude regularization is straightforward,
Jα =
α
2
∫ T
0
u(t)2dt→ α2 δt
Nt∑
i=1
u2i (A37)
∂Jα
∂un
= αδtun,
∂2Jα
∂um∂un
= αδtδn,m (A38)
where α is a weighting factor. The derivative regulariza-
tion is a bit more involved because of end points
Jγ =
γ
2
∫ T
0
u˙(t)2dt→ γ8δt
(Nt−1∑
i=2
(ui+1 − ui−1)2
[−3u1 + 4u2 − u3]2 + [3uNt − 4uNt−1 + uNt−2]2
)
(A39)
where we used forward (backward) difference approxima-
tions for the first (last) point and center approximations
for the bulk, all to order O(δt2). The derivative with re-
spect to the first and last three indices is different from
the bulk. The resulting gradient written in vector form
is
∇Jγ = γ4δt

10u1 − 12u2 + 2u3
−12u1 + 17u2 − 4u3 − u4
2u1 − 4u2 + 3u3 − u5
...
2un − un−2 + un+2
...
2uNt − 4uNt−1 + 3uNt−2 − uNt−4
−12uNt + 17uNt−1 − 4uNt−2 − uNt−3
10uNt − 12uNt−1 + 2uNt−2

,
(A40)
where the vertical dots extend over the bulk points. Sim-
ilarly the three first and last Hessian rows are different
from the bulk. In a stacking notation where the indices
denote the rows:
∇2Jγ =
 [∇2Jγ ]1:3[∇2Jγ ]4:Nt−3
[∇2Jγ ]Nt−2:Nt ,
 (A41)
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where the matrices evaluate to
[∇2Jγ ]1:3 = γ4δt
 10 −12 2 0 0 0 . . .−12 17 −4 −1 0 0 . . .
2 −4 3 0 −1 0 . . .
 ,
(A42)
[∇2Jγ ]4:Nt−3 =
γ
4δt
 0 −1 0 2 0 −1 0 0 . . .. . . . . . . . .
. . . 0 0 −1 0 2 0 −1 0
 ,
(A43)
[∇2Jγ ]Nt−2:Nt =
γ
4δt
. . . 0 −1 0 3 −4 2. . . 0 0 −1 −4 17 −12
. . . 0 0 0 2 −12 10
 ,
(A44)
where the dots denote continuation of the number they
point to.
Appendix B: Derivation of Bose-Hubbard Model in
an Optical Lattice
To obtain Eq. (16) for an optical lattice, one needs to
specify the relationship between the lattice parameters
and the energetic quantities Jx and U . Such relationship
is established in the following by solving for the Bloch
band structure. We assume a simple cubic periodic lat-
tice approximated near the trap center by
V (~r) ≈
∑
q=x,y,z
vq sin2 klq = Vx + Vy + Vz, (B1)
with Vq ≡ vq sin2 kq being the potential in q-direction
with depth vq. kl = 2pi/λl = pi/a is the laser wavenum-
ber, λl is the laser wavelength, a is the lattice site sep-
aration. Thus, the potential is separable in all direc-
tions and we may decompose arbitrary wave functions
as ψ(~r) = ψxψyψz. In particular, we may focus on a
single direction for the single-particle stationary states.
Choosing the x-direction, we write Hˆ1px φnk (x) = Enkφnk (x)
where n is the band index and kl ≤ k ≤ kl defines
the first Brillouin zone of quasi-momentum with intra-
equidistant spacing ∆k = 2pi/L = 2pi/(Np · a) where L
is the length of the chain. The Bloch wave expansion
reads φnk (x) = eikxunk (x) where u inherits the V period-
icity. The Fourier series for both quantities contains only
a few terms and substitution into the eigenproblem yields
a particularly small, simple system of equations for the
Fourier expansion coefficients [89] of u. After numerically
obtaining φnk (x) for some value of vx, we define from the
n’th band Wannier state centered on site i by
wn,x(x− xi) = 1√N
1st Brillouin∑
k
e−ikxiφnk (x), (B2)
where xi = i · a and N is a normalization constant. To
progress, we make the standard assumptions that the
lattice has been loaded in the “trench” of sites defined
by ~ri = (xi, 0, 0) and that vy, vz are sufficiently deep
to suppress all tunneling events in their respective di-
rections, and that tunneling along x is nearest neighbor
only. Additionally assuming that only the n = 0 band
is occupied in each direction (2ER . vi) and dropping
the index, the bosonic field operator can be expanded
as Ψˆ(~r) ≈∑Npi=1 aˆxi,0,0 ·wx(x− xi)wy(y)wz(z). Inserting
this expansion in the many-body Hamiltonian for a dilute
bosonic system [90] with g3D being the two-body interac-
tion strength, one obtains Eq. (16) by letting aˆi ≡ aˆxi,0,0
and defining the constitutive relations stated in Eqs. B3-
B4. Emphasis has been placed on the implicitly induced
dependence on the lattice strengths through the Wannier
states. Note the integrals over y and z in Jx is unit due
to their normalization, and U consists of three indepen-
dent integrals. We consider a realization of the model
in a cubic optical lattice loaded with ultra cold atoms.
For a cubic optical lattice loaded with ultra cold atoms,
the energies are implicitly related to the trapping depths
vx, vy, vz through the Wannier states by the relations
Jx(vx) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
wx(x− xi)Hˆ1px wx(x− xi+1)dx, (B3)
U(vx, vy, vz) = g3D
∫
|wx(x− xi)wy(y)wz(z)|4d~r,
(B4)
where Hˆ1px is the single-particle operator in the x-
direction, and g3D = 4pi~2as/m is the two-body colli-
sion coupling strength. Note that both Jx and U non-
trivially depend on vx, and although we consider only 1D
x-direction dynamics, the frozen out transverse y- and z-
directions still implicitly enter in U by the associated
Wannier functions wy and wz.
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